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Flux through a cube mastering physics

Thank you for your participation! This is a sorting problem. I have the first and third parts down, but I'm just thinking about the second part, which is more options. The cube has one corner at the point of origin and the opposite corner at the point (L, L, L). The sides of the cube are parallel to the coordinate planes. The electrical field in and around the cube is
given E = &lt;(a+bx), c=&gt;. (im using bold for vectors) Part A: Find the total electrical flow [tex]\Phi[/tex]E over the cube surface. Express your answer in terms of a, b, c, and L. [tex]\Phi[/tex]E =bL^3 Part B: Note that the flow through the cube does not depend on a or c. Similarly, if we were to set b=0 so that the electric field becomes E=&lt;a, c=&gt;, then
the flow through the cube would be zero. Why? A. E' generates no flow on any of the surfaces. B. The flow on one side of the cube is precisely cancelled by the flow from the opposite side. c. Both of the above claims are true. Homework equation [tex]\Phi [/tex]E =[tex]\int [/tex]over surface E*dA=EA when the field is perpendicular to the solution I feel the flow
could be canceled, but I'm not sure if it could be both or just one of those reasons. if the water flowed through the cube before that moment of time, it should be the same. If you say that b. it is true that the flow cancels, then it contradicts a. that states that it is not liquid generated. But there is some generated, it just does not depend on x, so it cancels? I kind
of feel like im trying to catch the clouds here. Flow, conductor, cube, radius, Gaussian, Size, Quantity, Density, Outer, Spherical, Www.physics.rutgers.edu MasteringPhysics: Print views with replies Thank you for your participation! This is a sorting problem. I have the first and third parts down, but I'm just thinking about the second part, which is more options.
The cube has one corner at the point of origin and the opposite corner at the point (L, L, L). The sides of the cube are parallel to the coordinate planes. The electrical field in and around the cube is given E = &lt;(a+bx), c=&gt;. (im using bold for vectors) Part A: Find the total electrical flow [tex]\Phi[/tex]E over the cube surface. Express your answer in terms of
a, b, c, and L. [tex]\Phi[/tex]E =bL^3 Part B: Note that the flow through the cube does not depend on a or c. Similarly, if we were to set b=0 so that the electric field becomes E=&lt;a, c=&gt;, then the flow through the cube would be zero. Why? A. E' generates no flow on any of the surfaces. B. The flow on one side of the cube is precisely cancelled by the flow
from the opposite side. c. Both of the above claims are true. Home equation [tex]\Phi[/tex]E=[tex]\int[/tex]over surface E*dA= EA when field is perpendicular Solution attempt I feel that flow can be canceled, but I'm not sure if&lt;/a,&gt; &lt;/(a+bx),&gt; &lt;/a,&gt; &lt;/(a+bx),&gt;can be both or just one of th reasons. if the water flowed through the cube before that
moment of time, it should be the same. If you say that b. it is true that the flow cancels, then it contradicts a. that states that it is not liquid generated. But there is some generated, it just does not depend on x, so it cancels? I kind of feel like im trying to catch the clouds here. Flow, conductor, cube, radius, Gaussian, Size, Quantity, Density, Outer, Spherical,
Www.physics.rutgers.edu MasteringPhysics: Print views with replies Thank you for your participation! This is a sorting problem. I have the first and third parts down, but I'm just thinking about the second part, which is more options. The cube has one corner at the point of origin and the opposite corner at the point (L, L, L). The sides of the cube are parallel to
the coordinate planes. The electrical field in and around the cube is given E = &lt;(a+bx), c=&gt;. (im using bold for vectors) Part A: Find the total electrical flow [tex]\Phi[/tex]E over the cube surface. Express your answer in terms of a, b, c, and L. [tex]\Phi[/tex]E =bL^3 Part B: Note that the flow through the cube does not depend on a or c. Similarly, if we were
to set b=0 so that the electric field becomes E=&lt;a, c=&gt;, then the flow through the cube would be zero. Why? A. E' generates no flow on any of the surfaces. B. The flow on one side of the cube is precisely cancelled by the flow from the opposite side. c. Both of the above claims are true. Homework equation [tex]\Phi [/tex]E =[tex]\int [/tex]over surface
E*dA=EA when the field is perpendicular to the solution I feel the flow could be canceled, but I'm not sure if it could be both or just one of those reasons. if the water flowed through the cube before that moment of time, it should be the same. If you say that b. it is true that the flow cancels, then it contradicts a. that states that it is not liquid generated. But there
is some generated, it just does not depend on x, so it cancels? I kind of feel like im trying to catch the clouds here. Thread starter erik-the-red Start date August 27, 2006 Question: The cube in the picture (attachment) has sides of length [tex]L =10.0 {\rm cm}[/tex]. The electric field is uniform, has a size of [tex]E=4.00\times 10^{3} {\rm N}/{\rm C}[/tex] and is
parallel to the xy plane at an angle [tex]36.9^\circ[/tex]c measured from [tex]+ x - {\rm axis}[/tex] towards [tex]+ y - {\rm axis}[/tex]. The question asks about the electrical flows through each of the faces and the sum. I really don't understand why the electrical flow through the top and bottom surfaces of the cube is zero. Is it because the angle between the face
and the electric field is [tex]90^\circ[/tex]? The sum is zero because the electric field passes through two faces and then goes through two more, right? My&lt;/a,&gt; &lt;/(a+bx),&gt;for the electric flow through the face one was [tex]E \cdot L^ 2 [/tex] or (4.00 * 10 ^ (3) )*(.10^2), but it was bad. I thought the angle was 180? Last edited: August 27, 2006 Answers
and Answers I don't really understand why the electrical flow through the upper and lower faces of the cube is zero. Is it because the angle between the face and the electric field is 90? Yes. The flow is [tex]\oint \vec{E} \cdot d\vec{A}[/tex]. Tet product can be overwritten by cosine. Since the angle between the field and the surface is 90 degrees, the flow is
resolved to zero. The electric field penetrates the surface at an angle. Draw a diagram. Because you know that [tex]\Phi = \oint \vec{E} \cdot d\vec{A}[/tex], rate this integral (which can be written as [tex]\Phi = EA\cos{\theta}[/tex] in this simplified case). The angle is not 180. Sign in or sign up and answer! Contrary to what queueoverflow says, you don't
actually have to perform any integration here; a pretty cool symmetry argument will give you an answer. Let the cube we are considering in the problem have a page length of $\ell$. The trick is to consider putting a fee in the middle of an imaginary cube side length of $2\ell$. The flow over the surface of this cube is only $q /\epsilon_0$ according to gauss law
because it is a closed surface containing a fee. Now imagine dividing each face of this larger cube into four squares of side length $\ell$. Symmetry, the flow through each of these squares is the same, but there are a total of 24 such squares, because there are six faces, so the flow through each of these squares is $q / (24 \ epsilon_0 $). Now, simply note
that if we were to cut larger cubes into eight cubes of side length $\ell $, then each of these squares listed in the last paragraph would be the face of one of these cubes to which the charge is in the corner. Qed. As for your confusion. Note that a bunch of flow coming from the hub doesn't even pass through the faces of the cube when the hub is on the corner.
Only one-eighth of its total flow passes through the faces of the cube, as evidenced by the above argument. Then, each of the three faces opposite the hub get one third of this flow, because the other three faces next to the hub are parallel to the electric field, so there is no flow through them. +100Join Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. Conditions‧
Privacy‧AdChoices‧RSS‧HelpAbout Answers‧Community Guidelines‧Leaderboard‧Knowledge Partners‧Points &amp; LevelsSend Feedback‧ The cube has L sides = 0.320 m. It is located with one corner at the beginning. The electrical field is not uniform, but is given by E = ( -5.02 N/(C*m)xi +(3.04 N/(C*m)zk. A) Find the electrical flow through
each of the six cubes facing S1 (left side), S2 (top), S3 (right side), S4 (bottom), S5 (front) and S6 (rear). B) Find the total electrical charge inside the cube. Any help is very call -5.02 N/(C m) = a a 3.04 N/(C m) = b, so E = and x i + b z k S1: only component x, but x=0 everywhere on this surface: flow = surface integral = 0S2: only z-component pierces this
way, and because z = L on this surface: Surface_integral = b L * L ^2 = b L ^ 3S3: same as S2, but only with x-component and x = L there = &gt; L ^ 3S4 (bottom) : only z-folder field pierces, but z = 0 there, so : 0S5 and S6 will need y folder field, but because it is zero: 0adding these posts gives: (a + b ) L ^ 3, and according to the first Maxwell theorem in
integral form: Q = eps0 (a + b) L ^ 3.You can attach numbers (remember that there is a negative number..) Do you have any more questions? Get answers by asking now. and L^3\rS4 (bottom): only z-folder field intersections, but z = 0 there, so : 0\rS5 and S6 will need y part of the field, but because it is zero: 0\r\radding gives these posts: (a + b ) L ^ 3, and
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